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About This Content

Enhance your Vault-hunting experience with a fresh new style! This pack contains the Bright Idea head and Steampunk Rock
skin for the Mechromancer - look for them in the character customization menu! This pack requires the Mechromancer pack,

sold separately.
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Title: Borderlands 2: Mechromancer Steampunk Slayer Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)
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This is a hard one to really review. While I'm marking it as I won't recommend this game, I might as well start off on the good
points.

The first thing that's amazing is the art. I'm a sucker for drawn art and animations and found it stunning. Reminds me of some
of the old cartoons I saw as a kid.
The story is really soothing and cute as it seems like the life of a water drop trying to get back out where it belongs.
The levels from beginning to end seems to work really well in telling the story and shows the hazards that a water drop might
face.

But now for the negatives...
1) While the art is wonderful, there seems to be a center point that's off at times. It's more noticable at least in steam form as
when you turn left and then right, the character jolts from one direction to the next.
This became a huge problem in some of the hotter levels as when I tried to maneuver myself out of a hole... I got hit by the
flames when I didn't want to move that far to either the left or right.

1b) Not only on the water drop, but the hazards markers seem very wonky. I've had times where the fire killed me when I was
no where close to the fire. I have no clue why or how it happened.
Then the spike traps where at times I can jump over them easily and other times it seems that that same jump would pop the
water drop.

2) The difficulty is really unfair and seems artificial. What I mean by this can be seen in the sewer level. Sometimes the sewage
drops will have a certain pattern... but if you reload that save or you died and tried it again, going back to that area where there's
sewage, the dropping is completely random. I've had a time where it dropped in threes and I couldn't get past it because there
was no safe spot... making me have to force a death to or quit out to try again.
I would also add as I've seen other reviewers say where the no checkpoint set up really hurts it here too. Many of the deaths felt
cheap as at times you have to guess what can kill you and what can't. One minute something spikey can hurt you, but other
backgrounds which looks like spikes or thorns can be walked on. There's a few leaps of faith as well where you have no clue
where you're going and usually ends up in a quick death and leads to a lot of trial and error of memorizing where everything is
to be able to get through the level.

3) The controls at times seems a bit wonky at certain points where the water drop seems to either want to move on it's own (and
no I don't mean in slush form as it makes sense with it that it would be slippery... except for times when I'm in the air and it
wants to "slide" around in the air for some reason), and had one time where the water drop fell through the floor and I had to
close the game and re-opened it to try again.

4) While I say the story is wonderful... the ending wasn't. It ended way too abrupt with no real explaination or understanding of
the ending. What I thought the water drop would've done, as it seems to make sense as it's water, it went the other direction
and... the game just goes to black and says "Thanks for playing."

Now if this was just an animation (despite the abrupt ending), I would recommend this without question as I like things like this,
but as a game, I can not with the flaws it has.
One can say though, "It's bloody free so you shouldn't complain.", in which sense... I'm really not. For a free game it's not bad,
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but just because it's free shouldn't excuse some of the problems there are.

I hope maybe the creator(s) can see this review and just take it as some pointers than see it as a bashing as I think this game
could really turn out to be a really wonderful game if a few things were tweaked.

Maybe in future projects, these problems are squashed and they make a paid released game? I'm looking forward to it.
Good luck out there.. For an evening's entertainment this isn't so bad. Certainly worthwhile picking up on sale. It's a puzzle
game but it is also an action game. Thankfully not much 3D platforming but it is fun bouncing the ball off the monsters. Don't
go in expecting a masterpiece but if you're waiting for the latest hit game to finish downloading, why not play this in the
meantime for a few hours? It's fun and memorable in its own way.. It's with reluctance that I'm passing on this one.
It's a rogue-like minesweeper with fabulous artwork.
My problem is there is no way to really win the game.
Your quest is to find a dead man's rotting testicles.
Yes, you heard me right.
You'll see them served on a platter...
Every time you start the game on that long loading screen.
And when you finally find his sexual organs, they levitate away.
Tell me, what incentive is there for chasing after a pair of runaway testicles?
I guess hemorrhoids just weren't disgusting enough.. love the game

i can only play with keyboard which i don't like to much, please add joypad also,

thanks. idk what I was expecting. Pretty good game while your sleeping or not doing anything else. Does what it says.... It idles.
thats it.... An entertaining game can be a bit repetitive I recommend it but only in a Steam sale.. this is a good but dificult so give
it a try.
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This game is actually really challenging than it looks, but it is still truly fun to play.

10/10. + Beautiful soothing experience with nice music in alien world

- Only trackpad movement, no option for teleport (pukes.....)
- Annoying and immersion breaking large subtitles right in front of you much of the time
- Terrible voice "acting" (computer generated voices?)
- No save options. The game starts out so easy... but then you learn that sometimes you have to use slow down time... and
sometimes you have to use speed up time.... and sometimes you have to dash while slowing down or maybe speeding up.... and
that's just the first 2 levels! The game is quite fascinating and different. It is like a cross between Tetris and Simon, with a cool
story thrown in. Yet it is an entirely unique and fun game. Definitely challenges your reflexes. Highly recommended!. Really
enjoyed~!!
If you've played point-click games from LucasArts, you will also enjoy Darkestville Castle. The humour is more mature than
within LucasArts but it definitely made funny moments. The puzzles can be a wee tricky as some items just sound so odd
together, but it adds humorous commentary. I really hope Epic LLama creates something alike as it's a new favorite of mine.

Also Cat Mode... Amazing.. The Inner World is a nice and nostalgic point-and-click adventure. Its strength points are a fine
gameplay, nice characters, an original setting and wonderful moments of pure humor: some dialogues will really make you roll
laughing. Faced some async issues between video and speech in cinematics - this won't affect your game experience, anyway.
Recommended for those who want to have a break from all those frantic games.. Play Downwell, much better. 2\/10. THIS IS
THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED.I DIDNT REALISE HOW MUCH FUN I WAS HAVING AND 20 YEARS
LATER MY COMPUTOR OVERHEATED AND I RESTARTED IT, LOOKED AT THE DATE AND IT WAS 2016. WTF!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. After playing with it a lot and finding a mod that I enjoy playing with I would say
get this game if you see it on sale again. It has multiplayer and the concept behind it is amazing and really really interesting. Be
warned though the complexity of this game will cause you to have to restart over and over until you get a good idea of how to
work what.. This game was pretty good. I haven't really played a point and click adventure before, but I was not disappointed.
The art style is interesting, with the gameplay not being over-complicated. Overall, a pretty alright game.

If you wanna see me stumble my way through it, I've got a playthrough here on YouTube: https://youtu.be/O2EtRgTYBWE
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